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Established in late 2023, M1 Financial specializes in 

commercial leasing, with a particular emphasis on security, 

technology, laboratory equipment, and material handling. 

M1 Financial is a division of Med One Group, who has over 

30 years of financial experience of serving vendors and 

customers alike. M1 Financial was created to provide our 

unique approach to an expanded population of customers.

CREATIVE 
SIMPLE
RESPONSIVE

Forklifts

Scissor Lift

Conveyer System

Pallet Jacks

Containers

Stackers

Hoppers

Racking

Cranes

X Ray Detectors

Servers

Barriers

Access Control

Biometrics

Burglar Systems

Software

Firewall

Cameras

Digital Security

Desktop Computers

Laptops

Software

Printers

Scanners

Network Equipment

Telecom/VOIP

Fiber Optic Infrastructure

AA Spectrometer

Elemental Analyzer

Thermal Mixers

Workstations

Hybrid Ovens

Incubators

Liquid Handling Devices

Sample Prep Receptacles

And More

FINANCING AVAILABLE FOR THESE INDUSTRIES

MATERIAL HANDLING SECURITY TECHNOLOGY LAB EQUIPMENT

Who Is M1 Financial?



M1 Financial is easy to work with because of our extremely simple lease document with 
no hidden fees. Our process is straightforward and honest, so you can trust that lease 
agreements will be completed quickly and hassle free.

Simple Process

Minimal Paperwork

Relationships are extremely important to M1 Financial. Your dedicated account manager 
will help keep things simple and communicate with you every step of the way. You 
can count on timely correspondence and responsive service. 

Responsive Service

Financing Partner

Creative Solutions

Equipment Financing
We take your goals and needs into account when creating leasing programs and agreements. 
Our programs include Capital and Operating leases, while specializing in unique structures, 
including deferred or step-up payments, or even accruing equity on every payment made.

Customers can take advantage of tax benefits using IRS-179, in some cases even writing o� 100% of the 
equipment costs. M1 Financial has a 92% approval rate, a corp-only model, and terms up to 84 months. 
We truly help vendors increase their sales and allow customers to acquire the equipment they need. 

Why M1 Financial?
Find the flexibility you deserve with financing solutions o�ered by M1 Financial. 
As a seasoned lending partner, we can help increase accessibility and 
acquisitions for manufacturers or customers alike. No matter the industry, M1 
Financial is here to o�er custom and creative finance options for your needs.



M1FINANCIAL.COM

“They are easy to work with and they stand behind 
the quality of their products.”

“M1 Financial ensures the leasing process 
is straightforward and simple, exactly 
what our customers demand.”

“They are always available and I have 
never worked with a more professional 
organization than M1 Financial.”

“They deliver a product that is tailored to fit our 
needs. They have a clear format, making the leasing 
process easy to understand and e�cient, and they 
respond in a timely manner.”

“The level of professionalism and customer service 
is unmatched in the industry.”

M1 Financial 
10712 South 1300 East 

Sandy, UT 84094

PHONE 800.248.5882
WEB m1financial.com

What Are People Saying?


